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İŞ

Uygulanan kuvvetin büyüklüğünün her üç fotoğrafta aynı olduğunu varsayarsak, b de 
uygulanan itmenin silgiyi a’daki itişten daha kolay hareket ettireceği açıktır. Öte 
yandan c’deki silgi ne şiddette itilirse itilsin, uygulanan kuvvetin silgiyi hiçbir şekilde 
hareket ettiremeyeceği açıktır.

7.1 Work Done by a Constant Force 183

he concept of energy is one of the most important topics in science and engi-
neering. In everyday life, we think of energy in terms of fuel for transportation

and heating, electricity for lights and appliances, and foods for consumption.
However, these ideas do not really define energy. They merely tell us that fuels are
needed to do a job and that those fuels provide us with something we call energy.

In this chapter, we first introduce the concept of work. Work is done by a force
acting on an object when the point of application of that force moves through
some distance and the force has a component along the line of motion. Next, we
define kinetic energy, which is energy an object possesses because of its motion. In
general, we can think of energy as the capacity that an object has for performing
work. We shall see that the concepts of work and kinetic energy can be applied to
the dynamics of a mechanical system without resorting to Newton’s laws. In a com-
plex situation, in fact, the “energy approach” can often allow a much simpler
analysis than the direct application of Newton’s second law. However, it is impor-
tant to note that the work–energy concepts are based on Newton’s laws and there-
fore allow us to make predictions that are always in agreement with these laws.

This alternative method of describing motion is especially useful when the
force acting on a particle varies with the position of the particle. In this case, the ac-
celeration is not constant, and we cannot apply the kinematic equations developed
in Chapter 2. Often, a particle in nature is subject to a force that varies with the po-
sition of the particle. Such forces include the gravitational force and the force ex-
erted on an object attached to a spring. Although we could analyze situations like
these by applying numerical methods such as those discussed in Section 6.5, utiliz-
ing the ideas of work and energy is often much simpler. We describe techniques for
treating complicated systems with the help of an extremely important theorem
called the work–kinetic energy theorem, which is the central topic of this chapter.

WORK DONE BY A CONSTANT FORCE
Almost all the terms we have used thus far—velocity, acceleration, force, and so
on—convey nearly the same meaning in physics as they do in everyday life. Now,
however, we encounter a term whose meaning in physics is distinctly different
from its everyday meaning. That new term is work.

To understand what work means to the physicist, consider the situation illus-
trated in Figure 7.1. A force is applied to a chalkboard eraser, and the eraser slides
along the tray. If we are interested in how effective the force is in moving the
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Figure 7.1 An eraser being pushed along a chalkboard tray. (Charles D. Winters)

(a) (b) (c)
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İŞ

İş, bir kuvvet bir nesnenin hareket etmesine neden olduğunda meydana gelen enerji 
transferidir.

W = Fd cosθ

iş= uygulanan kuvvet ×  kuvvet yönünde alınan mesafe 
                                   

● Yapılan iş joule cinsinden ölçülür (J) 

● Kuvvet Newton cinsinden ölçülür (N) 

● Mesafe metre cinsinden ölçülür (m)
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İŞ

İş skaler bir niceliktir 

İşin işareti F’nin ve d’nin yönüne bağlıdır. 

Uygulanan kuvvetin Fdcosθ bileşeni  yerdeğiştirme ile yanı yönlü olduğunda 
kuvvetin yaptığı iş pozitiftir. 

Bir cisim yukarı doğru kaldırıldığında iş yapılır mı? 

         Evet kuvvet yerdeğiştirme ile aynı yönlüdür. 

Eğer Fcosθ bileşeni ile yerdeğiştirme zıt yönlü olduğunda iş negatiftir. 

Örneğin bir cisim kaldırıldığında kaldırma kuvvetinin yaptığı iş ve kütle-çekim 
kuvvetinin cisim üzerine yaptığı iş nedir? 

W  =  Fdcosθ

W  =  Fd W  =  -Fd
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pozitif iş Sıfır iş

Negatif iş
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DEĞİŞKEN BİR KUVVETİN YAPTIĞI İŞ

7.3 Work Done by a Varying Force 189

If the displacements are allowed to approach zero, then the number of terms in
the sum increases without limit but the value of the sum approaches a definite
value equal to the area bounded by the Fx curve and the x axis:

This definite integral is numerically equal to the area under the Fx -versus-x
curve between xi and xf . Therefore, we can express the work done by Fx as the par-
ticle moves from xi to xf as

(7.7)

This equation reduces to Equation 7.1 when the component Fx ! F cos " is con-
stant.

If more than one force acts on a particle, the total work done is just the work
done by the resultant force. If we express the resultant force in the x direction as
#Fx , then the total work, or net work, done as the particle moves from xi to xf is
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Calculating Total Work Done from a GraphEXAMPLE 7.4
Solution The work done by the force is equal to the area
under the curve from xA ! 0 to xC ! 6.0 m. This area is
equal to the area of the rectangular section from ! to " plus

A force acting on a particle varies with x, as shown in Figure
7.8. Calculate the work done by the force as the particle
moves from x ! 0 to x ! 6.0 m.

Figure 7.7 (a) The work done by the force component Fx
for the small displacement $x is Fx $x, which equals the area
of the shaded rectangle. The total work done for the dis-
placement from xi to xf is approximately equal to the sum of
the areas of all the rectangles. (b) The work done by the
component Fx of the varying force as the particle moves from
xi to xf is exactly equal to the area under this curve.

Work done by a varying force
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YAYIN YAPTIĞI İŞ
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YAYIN YAPTIĞI İŞ192 C H A P T E R  7 Work and Kinetic Energy

where we have used the indefinite integral with n ! 1. The
work done by the spring force is positive because the force is in the same direction
as the displacement (both are to the right). When we consider the work done by
the spring force as the block moves from xi ! 0 to xf ! xmax, we find that
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Figure 7.10 The force exerted by a spring on a block varies with the block’s displacement x
from the equilibrium position x ! 0. (a) When x is positive (stretched spring), the spring force is
directed to the left. (b) When x is zero (natural length of the spring), the spring force is zero. 
(c) When x is negative (compressed spring), the spring force is directed to the right. (d) Graph
of Fs versus x for the block–spring system. The work done by the spring force as the block moves
from # xmax to 0 is the area of the shaded triangle, 12  kx 2

max .
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